In STOC 93, Jones sketched the existence of a hierarchy within problems decidable in linear time by a rst-order functional language based on tree-structured data (F), as well as for an extension of that language based on graph-structured data (F su ). We consider the Categorical Abstract Machine (CAM), a canonical machine model for implementing higher order functional languages. We show the existence of such a hierarchy for the CAM based on tree-structured data (without selective updating facilities), as well as in the case of graphstructured data (with selective updating). In conclusion we establish two local robustness results where rst-order functional programs and higher order functional programs de ne the same class of linear-time decidable problems.
Introduction
There seems to be a gap between functional programming practice and complexity theory. This paper is meant to bridge some of this gap. In particular, we are concerned with the question of whether functional programs which solve some problem have a complexity similar to programs solving the same problem in other paradigms. Clearly, studying problems with a linear time-complexity provides the most ne-grained perspective on this { and, as pointed out by Jones Jon93] , the practical signi cance of constant time factors is wrongly underestimated, since many practical relevant decision problems can be solved in linear time Reg94, PH87] .
Jones Jon94] claims the result that \imperative programs, rst-order functional programs, and higher order functional programs all de ne the same class of linear time-decidable problems," and proves equivalence of the rst two but not the last. The contribution of this paper is the exposition of the last correspondence, or more precisely: we show that the same class of linear timedecidable problems is indeed de ned when using a canonical machine model for higher order functional programs. We restrict our attention to CAM CCM87], a canonical abstract (environment) machine Cur90] for implementing higher order functional languages. The CAM is suitable for complexity considerations for two reasons. First, because it is a uniform device for measuring running times of di erent functional languages. Second, because it is a combinator based language, e.g., operates without variables, thus side-stepping questions of variable access times.
Another issue is the widely believed conjecture that the presence of selective updating (hence cyclic graphs) makes the computational model stronger in an asymptotic sense BA95]. In support of this we have found it necessary to show the hierarchy property seperately for languages with and without such updating.
In order to obtain the same description form of the di erent semantical language descriptions, we present the languages in the style of natural (operational) semantics c.f. Kahn Kah87] , 1 instrumented with the assumed running times. Thus the semantics of programming languages is de ned through judgements of the shape`p rogram; input time =) value In Section 2, we start out with an introduction to the hierarchy concept within linear time-decidable sets. In particular the de nition of an e cient interpreter is presented in the notation used in this paper. In Section 3, we proceed by introducing a simple, rst-order functional language in two versions: one which allows selective updating, and one which does not (in concordance with the above considerations). In Section 4, we introduce the CAM in two similar versions. In Section 5 and 6 we show our results: there exists a hierarchy within linear time-decidable sets de ned by CAM programs, one for each version of CAM. Finally, we conclude the work.
The linear time hierarchy concept
Taking a programming language approach to complexity implies identifying an algorithm by a program. This identi es the set of problems which can be solved on a deterministic computation model with the set of deterministic 2 programs of some programming language, L, which encode the characteristic functions Pap94, M + 90]. Hence, a decision problem becomes a subset of the encoding programming language's data domain, L-data. The following de nitions 1{4 and 6 are adopted from BAJ95].
De nition 1 Any L-program, p, represents a decision problem:
De nition 2 The class of problems decidable within time given by a total function f : N ! N: o(f(n)) = (n) f(n) where (n) ! 0 for n ! 1
De nition 3 The class of linear time decidable problems given by a total function`a : N ! N de ned by`a(n) = an for any n 2 N:
Following Jon93], we can now, in the formalism just quoted, de ne the concept of an (in nite) hierarchy within linear time-decidable sets, ordered by constant, multiplicative factors, that partition the set of solvable decision problems into non-empty classes:
De nition 4 There exists a hierarchy within problems decidable in linear time by language L if and only if
The constant factor b, can actually be exactly determined for a concrete hierarchy, e.g., Hessellund and Dahl determined it to be at least 249 in the case of a simple imperative language I DH94].
We need a notion of representation to be able to relate the program and data terms of di erent languages. However, we have to be careful that the representation does not allow nontrivial encodings, e.g. (p; d) as p paired with the result of running p on d.
De nition 5 A map from one set of terms T 1 to another T 2 , : T 1 ! T 2 , is a representation if it is de ned compositionally over the syntactic structure of T 1 such that the number of composition-steps is bounded by the depth of the term.
We now de ne the notion of an e cient interpretation (c.f. Jon93]) adapted to the notation of this paper and our more general notion of representation:
De nition 6 (e cient interpretation) 
F and F su
We base our investigation on two Lisp-like languages de ned by Jones Jon93] because it is known that the constant-or hierarchy theorem holds, see Theorem 1 below. We present the language de nitions as natural semantics in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , instrumented with realistic running times. The languages are very restricted in that they allow only one rst-order recursive function (f) to be de ned, and only one variable name (x), which is thus used to denote both the input to the program and the formal parameter of the function. However, mutual recursive functions as well as multiple variables can be simulated easily { and the languages are both Turing complete. The languages are strict and have running times based on standard Scheme 4 implementation technology CR + 91] (in fact they can be implemented on a unit-cost RAM in times proportional to those given here). Basically, they di er in the data values on which they operate: F manipulates tree-structured data, i.e. nite, directed trees, with \NIL" for leaves, and whose internal nodes, the \CONS-cells", each have out-degree two. F su , however, manipulates graph-structured data by allowing selective updating as in Scheme. Graph-structured data are de ned as nite and directed graphs in the sense of Barendregt et.al. BvEG + 87] with leaves labelled \NIL", and where the internal nodes, labelled \CONS", have out-degree two; further, each node is identi ed by a unique number. In the following, graph-structured data are called`boxes', and each node-identi er, a`location'. We notice that the de nition allows cyclic paths in the graph. We now quote from Jon93] the Theorem on which we develop our results:
Theorem 1 (Jones, 1993) F and F su each have an e cient universal program. Further, the constant-hierarchy theorem and the e cient version of the Kleene recursion theorem hold for F as well as for F su .
De nition 7 (Syntax, semantics and running times of F) in Figure 1 .
Note that we have exploited the fact that in F there are always exactly the two bindings of the symbols x and f in the`environment', which we have therefore marked implicitly. where the variable x is bound to the data structure d, and the function f has body E 0 . 6 and is a store, mapping locations to boxes (where a location identi es the root of its box in that store). We introduce a special notation, a partial function, @l, to denote the tree-structured value obtained by unravelling the box (l) from its root l in the store . We notice that @ is only de ned when no cyclic paths are reachable from l.
De nition 8 (Syntax, semantics and running times of 
CAM
Our target machine is the environment-based, categorical abstract machine CAM, developed on a categorical foundation by Cousineau, Curien, Mauny CCM87]. Its instructions form a xed set of (categorical) combinators, constructed to be faithful to -reduction in the -calculus, and acting on a graph-environment (stack). It is the binding-height which de nes a variable binding { since no variables are explicit in the model. As described in Jon93], it is essential for program independent interpretation, that the number of variable names is bounded. This is why we approach a model like CAM (and the reason for which we cannot approach higher-order functional languages in general). The CAM implements a call-by-value evaluation strategy, and is suitable for implementing ML, an eager 7 , higher-order functional language CCM87], W + 87]. Originally there are two versions: one where recursion and branching are implicitly represented CCM87, Table 1 ], hence operating on tree-structured values, and one where general recursion and branching facilities have been made explicit CCM87, (C-CAM 10, 11)
Figure 3: Core-CAM semantics and running times.
has been slightly extended: the original wind-instruction is replaced by the identically de ned rplacd, 8 and we add its symmetrical instruction, rplaca, which has no counterpart in CAM originally; this is of no complexity-consequence since the one can simulate the other e ciently (see Rose Ros96] ). To ease the proof developments, we omit integers and integer operations since they can be encoded in F (F su ) and in Core-CAM (Ext-CAM) in the same way (with respect to complexity) e.g. as Church numerals or using Peano arithmetic. We present Core-CAM in Figure 3 , and Ext-CAM in Figure 4 , instrumented with the assumed execution times. These are based on an analysis of CAM by Hannan Han91] (for details refer to Rose Ros96] ).
De nition 9 (Syntax, semantics and running times of Core-CAM) in We notice that the constant locations, l () 7 ! ()], is invariantly part of any store since it is part of the initial, 0 .
In De nition 10, we present the Extend-CAM as a store-semantic version of Core-CAM following Plotkin Plo81] . We have adapted the notation from section 3.
De nition 10 (Syntax, semantics and running times of Ext-CAM) in Note that the constant locations l () 7 ! (); l false 7 ! false; l true 7 ! true] are invariantly part of any store since they are part of the initial store 0 . The quote rule (E-CAM 4) deserves special mention. Its purpose is to add a value to the store. In Core-CAM without selective updating, this can be done in time 1 because constant values remain constant. However, in Ext-CAM a quote( ) command takes time j j since the model must allocate a fresh copy each time (this is represented by the requirement that ( 1 n )@ l 1 = ) to allow selective updating of this copy without destroying any data (this is represented by 1 which incidentally implies that we cannot do \garbage collection"). In analogy with F su , we only list those rules which have an e ect on the store. Proof. An F-interpreter of Core-CAM is shown in Figure 5 . To ease readability, we introduce a nite number of atoms: ' The Loop macro represents one iteration of the interpreter. Hence, it is easy to see by induction that any single step of the interpreted program is realised in a bounded amount of time. We conclude that the interpreter is e cient.
Lemma 2 There is an e cient interpretation Core-CAM F Proof. A Core-CAM interpreter of F is shown in its entirety in Figure 6 . The code C Loop represents one iteration of the interpreter, consuming one`level' of an F-expression. Again, it is easy to see by induction that any single step of the interpreted program is realised in a bounded amount of time. We conclude that the interpreter is e cient. Theorem 3 There exists a linear-time hierarchy for Ext-CAM. Lemma 3 There is an e cient interpretation F su Ext-CAM Proof sketch. Since setcar!/ setcdr! and rplaca/rplacd implements the same operations on graph-values, it is trivial to see that the interpretation thereof can be done e ciently. We therefore omit further details.
Lemma 4 There is an e cient interpretation Ext-CAM F su Proof sketch. Same as the proof of 3. Proof sketch of theorem 3. Analogously to that of Theorem 2, with Lemma 3 replacing Lemma 1, and Lemma 4 replacing Lemma 2.
Conclusions
We have shown the existence of a linear time hierarchy for Core-CAM through exposition of an e cient interpreter of Core-Cam by F, and an e cient interpreter of F by Core-CAM. Similarly, we have argued for the existence of a linear time hierarchy for Ext-CAM by e cient interpretation to and from F su . Thus we have established that LIN is robust with respect to transition between rst and higher order functional programming models (this is interesting because LIN is not generally robust GS85]).
